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Abstract The link between visual information and pos-

tural control was investigated based on a multi-degree-of-

freedom model using the framework of the uncontrolled

manifold (UCM) hypothesis. The hypothesis was that

because visual information specifies the position of the

body in space, it would couple preferentially into those

combinations of degrees of freedom (DOFs) that move the

body in space and not into combinations of DOFs that do

not move the body in space. Subjects stood quietly in a

virtual reality cave for 4-min trials with or without a 0.2,

2.0 Hz, or combined 0.2 and 2.0 Hz visual field perturba-

tion that was below perceptual threshold. Motion analysis

was used to compute six sagittal plane joint angles. Vari-

ance across time of the angular motion was partitioned into

(1) variance associated with motion of the body and (2)

variance reflecting the use of flexible joint combinations

that keep the anterior–posterior positions of the head

(HDPOS) and center of mass (CMPOS) invariant. UCM

analysis was performed in the frequency domain in order to

link the sensory perturbation to each variance component at

different frequencies. As predicted, variance related to

motion of the body was selectively increased at the 0.2-Hz

drive frequency but not at other frequencies of sway for

both CMPOS and HDPOS. The dominant effect with the

2.0-Hz visual drive also was limited largely to variance

related to motion of the body.

Keywords Visual perception · Multijoint coordination ·

Uncontrolled manifold · Posture

Introduction

Control of the body center of mass (CM) relative to the

base of support is often viewed as the core issue in postural

control (Pedrocchi et al. 2002; Peterka 2002; Corriveau

et al. 2004; Gage et al. 2004) (but see Kiemel et al. 2011,

for an alternative view). To do so requires reasonably

accurate estimation of the body’s spatial position (i.e., of

the CM), which is based on the information from visual,

vestibular, and somatosensory senses (Bronstein et al.

1990; Horak and Macpherson 1996; Jeka et al. 2000). A

full understanding of the role of sensory estimation for

postural stability requires knowledge of the nature of the

control system that uses such information to minimize

motion of the body relative to the environment. This is true

not only for the limited periods during which humans stand

quietly, but especially during the performance of more

dynamic activities while in standing.

The control of quiet standing is often modeled as control

of an inverted pendulum, which has simplified theoretical

thinking about postural control considerably (Nashner and

McCollum 1985; McCollum and Leen 1989; Nashner et al.

1989; Kuo 1995; Jeka et al. 1998; Winter et al. 1998;
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Loram and Lakie 2002; Peterka 2002; Masani et al. 2006;

Maurer et al. 2006). The inverted pendulum hypothesis

leads to a unique link between sensory information about

the body in space and the degree of freedom that is pre-

sumably controlled, that is, motion about the ankle joint.

As a result, different sources of sensory information that

specify the postural state can be fused. Many influential

models of sensory estimation have been developed within

this framework (McCollum and Leen 1989; Nashner et al.

1989; Peterka 2002; Masani et al. 2006; Maurer et al.

2006). At the same time, the need to consider more degrees

of freedom (DOFs) to adequately understand postural

control has been recognized by others (Barin 1989; Jeka

et al. 1998; Kuo 1998; Creath et al. 2005). Thus, when

analyzed at the kinematic level, DOFs refer to the number

of joint motions whose control signals need to be coordi-

nated to achieve a stable postural state. For example, Kuo

et al. (1998) showed that altering sensory conditions led to

changes in the relative motions of the hip and ankle joints

accompanied by changes in postural sway. However, the

methods they employed could not determine how much of

the measured increase in joint motion actually contributed

to postural sway, partly because the motions of only two

joints were examined. Indeed, the phrase “postural sway”

often refers synonymously to variability of the CM position

and of body segments. In the framework of a single

inverted pendulum model of posture, segmental motion

variability is isomorphic with CM position variability.

However, joint or body segment variance may or may not

contribute to postural sway when the latter refers to motion

of the body in space within a multijoint control scheme

(Hsu et al. 2007).

Methodological developments such as the uncontrolled

manifold (UCM) approach provide a means to explore the

relative contribution of joint motion or muscle activation

patterns to postural sway (Scholz and Schöner 1999;

Krishnamoorthy et al. 2004, 2005). Recent evidence sug-

gests that multiple joints and muscles along the kinematic

chain are actively coordinated to achieve postural control

(Horak and Nashner 1986; Kuo 1995; Alexandrov et al.

2005; Creath et al. 2005; Krishnamoorthy et al. 2005;

Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007). For example, an investi-

gation of quiet standing by Hsu et al. (2007) revealed

relatively equal variability of joint angles along the body

axis, not primarily variability of the ankle and hip joints.

Moreover, most of the increased joint variability measured

when vision was eliminated during quiet standing did not

move the CM substantially. Rather, the increase reflected

redundant patterns of joint coordination that achieved the

same, mean CM position. Thus, a consideration of ankle

motion alone, or even combinations of ankle and hip

motion, likely is inadequate to understand mechanisms that

stabilize the CM position.

Given that multiple joints along the kinematic chain are

active in postural sway during quiet stance (Hsu et al.

2007), a fresh look at the question of how sensory infor-

mation about the body in space is selectively coupled to the

motor control system is required. Sensory information from

proprioception and plantar pressure must be linked to

sensor information from the head (vision and vestibular) to

be interpretable in terms of the body’s position in space

(Maurer et al. 2006). Moreover, sensory inputs are inher-

ently noisy (Anastasio and Patton 2004) and sometimes are

in conflict. Some models of human postural control have

proposed neural versions of Kalman filters to deal with this

integration task and the inherent noise of multiple sensory

signals (van der Kooij et al. 1999; Kiemel et al. 2002; Kuo

2005). In these models, a Kalman filter continually esti-

mates the body’s position and velocity based on noisy

inputs from multiple senses. These estimates could be used

to generate appropriate motor commands to stabilize

upright stance. The inverted pendulum model postulates a

one-to-one relationship between estimates of the kinematic

state of the body in space and estimates of the ankle joint

position, which is controlled, in turn, to stabilize posture.

The inverted pendulum approximation to posture, then,

predicts that sensory inputs specifying movement of the

environment will generate movement of the CM that is

proportional to ankle motion. Two-segment models like-

wise postulate a one-to-one relationship between body in

space and controlled DOFs, leading to the same qualitative

prediction. But the process of linking sensory information

to control of posture becomes much more complex if the

control of many joint DOFs is required to stabilize the body

in space (Hsu et al. 2007). Thus, sensory information is

clearly tied to the control strategy in ways that are pres-

ently not well understood. The goal of the current study

was to provide a step in that direction by investigating the

extent to which changing sensory information, specifically

from vision, affects multi-DOF postural control.

How could the coupling of sensory information about

the body in space to multiple DOFs be understood in a way

compatible with the findings in quiet stance (Hsu et al.

2007)? A control scheme that directly addresses the control

of redundant DOFs has recently been proposed in the

context of arm movements (Martin et al. 2009). In that

scheme, motor commands related to control of a task-level

variable such as the hand’s position are coupled into the

range space of the effector, that is, the subspace within

which changes in the joint configuration affect the task

variable. Conversely, the complementary null space, within

which changes of joint configurations do not affect the task

variable, is decoupled from such control input. Put another

way, to control the hand’s position in space, control signals

must be generated to restrict changes in the joint configu-

ration within the range space of that task variable.
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In contrast, changes within the null space of the configu-

ration of the same joints not affecting the hand’s position

could either be restricted or allowed to vary freely.

Although simpler from a control perspective, restricting all

joint motions reduces flexibility of the effector to accom-

modate additional task constraints. Indeed, numerous

studies have shown that primarily range space motion is

restricted to stabilize the hand position while null space

motion is significantly larger (Tseng et al. 2002, 2003;

Tseng and Scholz 2005).

This control scheme recently was elaborated theoreti-

cally for posture (Reimann et al. 2011), assuming a

redundant system of joints (Hsu et al. 2007). A prediction

is that sensory information about the postural state of the

body is coupled selectively into the subspace of joint

configurations within which changes in the joint configu-

ration lead to the motion of the body, indexed either by

changes in the CM or head position (range space motion).

Variance within the range space is often referred to as

VORT. As a result, such sensory information has a much

smaller effect on the subspace of joint configurations

within which changes do not affect the body’s position in

space (null space). Variance in the null space is typically

referred to as VUCM (see “Methods” section). These pre-

dictions led to the experimental hypotheses of this paper:

(1) a visual signal that is below subjects’ perceptual

threshold, and is delivered at a discrete frequency, will lead

primarily to an increase in joint variance within the range

space (VORT) while its effect on null space variance (VUCM)

will be small or nonexistent; (2) the increase in range space

variance compared to quiet standing will be observed pri-

marily at the frequency of the visual signal. Two visual

drive frequencies, 0.2 and 2.0 Hz, and their combination

constituted three conditions of this study. The frequency of

0.2 Hz is in the range of frequencies of visual flow where

strong postural responses have been reported (Kiemel et al.

2006). The 2.0 Hz stimulus was used as a contrast because

visual flow at this frequency leads to weaker postural

responses and far less power of postural sway exists at this

frequency (Creath et al. 2005); (3) Thus, a third hypothesis

was that a 2.0 Hz visual drive would have weaker and more

diffuse effects on postural sway. These predictions were

supported, in part, by the experimental results. In particu-

lar, the active insertion of variance into the visual

information specifying the position of the body in space

primarily affected joint configurations in the range space of

joint space. The sensory feedback loop that stabilizes these

combinations of DOFs during quiet stance now becomes an

additional source of variance. The experimental confirma-

tion of that prediction together with a replication of the

previously reported variance effects for quiet stance (Hsu

et al. 2007) indicates that this coupling scheme is a viable

alternative to the inverted pendulum account for posture.

Methods

Subjects

Fifteen subjects (6 females and 9 males), 22.3 ± 4.15 years

old, volunteered to participate in this study. Subjects signed

an informed consent form approved by the University of

Delaware and University of Maryland Human Subjects

Review Board.

Experimental setup

Spherical markers covered with reflective tape were placed

at the following locations on the body (Fig. 1a) to track

body movement while standing and used to compute sag-

ittal plane joint motion: (1) base of 5th metatarsal of foot;

(2) inferior to lateral malleolus; (3) distal lateral condyle of

femur; (4) greater trochanter; (5) approximate junction of

5th lumbar and 1st sacral vertebrae: over the left pelvis,

approximately 20 % of the distance from the greater tro-

chanter to the shoulder and one-third of the distance from

the posterior to anterior iliac spines (de Looze et al. 1992);

(6) junction of 7th cervical and 1st thoracic vertebrae; (7)

mastoid process; (8) edge of orbital bone lateral to eyeball.

During the experiment, subjects stood on a stationary

force platform (Bertec Co., Columbus, OH, USA) while

facing into a virtual reality “cave.” The subject stood

Fig. 1 a A photo of the experimental setup. Subjects faced into a

visual cave while focusing their attention on the empty space at the

center of an array of triangular bodies that oscillated during the visual

perturbation trials. Individual reflective markers were used to estimate

sagittal plane joint motion using a link-segment model (see text for

details). Rigid bodies, consisting of 3–4 reflective markers each, also

were placed on body segments but were not used for the current

experimental analyses. b Schematic diagram of the sagittal plane joint

angles used in the analyses
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surrounded by three screens (width, 3.05 m; height, 2.44 m;

Fakespace™), one in front of the subject and one on each

side. Participants stood 1 m from the front screen, centered

between the two side screens. Visual displays were rear-

projected to the screens at a frame rate of 60 Hz by JVC

projectors (model DLA-M15U; Victor Company of Japan).

CaveLib software (Fakespace™) was used to generate a

virtual moving visual scene consisting of three walls

attached at right angles that coincided with the screens

when the visual scene was not moving. Each wall consisted

of 500 non-overlapping white small triangles of equal size

(approximately 0.2° 9 0.3° 9 0.2° of visual angle) with

random positions and orientations on a black background.

To reduce aliasing effects in the fovea region, no triangles

were displayed on the front wall within a 30-cm radius

circular region directly in front of the participant’s eyes.

The display on each screen was varied with time to sim-

ulate rotation of the visual scene about the axis through the

subject’s ankles, assuming a fixed perspective point at the

average position of the participant’s eyes.

Subjects were asked to assume a foot position on the

force plate at the beginning of the experiment with their

feet a comfortable distance apart and the forefeet angled

outward 14° from the midline (McIlroy and Maki 1997).

This position was marked on the force plate with chalk.

Subjects then assumed the same foot position on each trial.

The instruction to the subjects was to look straight ahead at

open area in the screen in front of them.

Experimental conditions

Subjects completed three trials each under four different

experimental conditions: (1) Quiet standing while fixating

on the open area of the visual display (QSVF) and (2–4)

quiet standing while fixating on the open area of the visual

display during which the visual display rotated about the

ankle joint at (2) 0.2 Hz with an amplitude of 0.2° (VD0.2);
(3) at 2.0 Hz with an amplitude of 0.028° (VD2.0); or (4) at
a combined frequency of 0.2 and 2.0 Hz (CVD). Each trial

of the same condition lasted 4 min. Presentation of the

trials was randomized. The combined frequency condition

was used to determine whether there were any interactions

between the 0.2 and 2.0 Hz frequency components. The

applied visual perturbation for conditions 2–4 was below

subjects’ perceptual threshold to avoid down-weighting of

vision that is known to occur with large visual motion

amplitude (Jeka et al. 2008).

Data Processing

Movement of the reflective markers was captured at

120 Hz with a VICON™ motion-measurement system

composed of eight MX-40 cameras. Ground reaction forces

were recorded at 240 Hz, but are not presented in this

report.

Joint angles

Body segment lengths were computed from the reflective

markers placed at approximate joint centers along the

sagittal plane. Six sagittal plane joint angles (θi) then were

computed with a link-segment model: (1) ankle, (2) knee,

(3) hip, (4) L5-S1 joint, (5) C7-T1 joint, (6) atlanto-

occipital (AO) joint (Fig. 1b), using the formula

hi ¼ cos�1ðV1 � V2Þ
where V1 and V2 are unit vectors for the proximal and distal

segments, respectively.

Components of joint configuration variance

(frequency domain analysis)

The effect of the weak visual perturbations on multijoint

coordination was investigated using the UCM approach to

motor redundancy (Scholz and Schöner 1999). The method

allows joint configuration variance to be partitioned, based

on a geometric model relating small changes in joint angles

to changes in the values of important performance vari-

ables, into two components that have different effects on

the values of those performance variables: (1) variance

within the null space or UCM subspace of joint space,

VUCM, where variable combinations of the joints have no

effect on the value of a performance variable and may

reflect the use of motor abundance to stabilize that vari-

able; and (2) variance within the range space (VORT), the

subspace of joint space orthogonal to the UCM where

variable joint combinations lead to changes of the values of

the performance variable. Two performance variables were

evaluated in this study, the anterior–posterior (AP) move-

ment of the CM of the body (CMPOS) and AP motion of the

head in space (HDPOS).

Because the visual perturbation occurred at one or two

fixed frequencies, UCM analysis was performed in the

frequency domain to investigate the effect of the visual

perturbation at different frequencies of sway on VUCM and

VORT compared to the QSVF condition. We were particu-

larly interested in the low-frequency components, where

most of the power of postural variability lies. The geo-

metric model relating small changes in the joint

configuration to changes in the CMPOS, which was used to

perform frequency domain analysis, is described in the

“Appendix”. The geometric model used for variance

analysis relative to HDPOS was similar, but without the

mass locations and mass contributions. The effect of small

changes in the joint configuration Δθ(t) on, for example, the
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CMPOS, is described by the Jacobian J, that is,

DrðtÞ ¼ J � DhðtÞ. We then take the Fourier transform,

DrðxÞ ¼ 1

T

ZT

0

dt � exp½�ixt� � DrðtÞ

¼ 1

T

ZT

0

dt � exp½�ixt� � J�DhðtÞ

where T is the length of the trial, ω is frequency, and

∫ integrates over time; “i” is the complex unit. Both Δr(ω)
and J will differ depending on whether the performance

variable is the CMPOS or the HDPOS. Because J does not

depend on time under the assumption of quasi-steady-state

posture, we have:

DrðxÞ ¼ J � 1

T

ZT

0

dt � exp½�ixt� � DhðtÞ ¼ J�DhðxÞ

This equation can be written separately for both real and

imaginary parts:

DrREALðxÞ ¼ J � DhREALðxÞ
DrIMAGðxÞ ¼ J � DhIMAGðxÞ
Now, Δθ(ω) is decomposed by projecting it into the

UCM and its complementary orthogonal subspace, as is

typical in UCM analysis (Scholz and Schöner 1999),

resulting in ΔθUCM(ω) and ΔθORT(ω), respectively. For

each frequency bin ω, the variance is then computed within

each of these subspaces, and normalized to the number of

dimensions of the respective subspace, as

VUCMðxÞ ¼ DhUCMðxÞk k2; VORTðxÞ ¼ DhORTðxÞk k2;
where || . || denotes the vector norm.

To have enough data to perform the Fourier decon-

struction, this analysis was performed across time within

each trial (30,000 data samples). Thus, the Jacobian matrix

for each trial was based on the mean joint configuration

across the entire trial. Because changes in the joint angles

during the trials were relatively minimal, the Jacobian also

changed minimally across time, allowing the assumption of

a relatively steady-state posture.

Statistical analyses

Most postural sway during quiet standing occurs at fre-

quencies less than 2 Hz (Winter et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky and

Duarte 2000; Mochizuki et al. 2006). Therefore, UCM

analysis was performed at the two frequencies of the

moving visual field, 0.2 and 2.0 Hz, and at frequencies

below 0.2 Hz. This is the case for all conditions, that is,

QSVF, VD0.2, VD2.0, and CVD. Thus, three frequency

bins are considered in the analysis.

For each performance variable, a two-way, repeated

measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)

was performed with VUCM and VORT as dependent variables

and with factors Condition (QSVF, VD0.2, VD2.0, and

CVD) and Frequency Bin (f \ 0.2 Hz, f = 0.2 Hz, and

f = 2.0 Hz). A significant MANOVA was further investi-

gated by examining the univariate effects for each

dependent variable and by performing post hoc compari-

sons with Bonferroni corrections if needed. The primary

hypothesis was that the weakly moving visual field would

primarily affect body sway at the frequency of the sensory

signal, as evidenced by an increase in VORT, while sway at

other frequencies would remain largely unaffected by the

visual drive.

Results

Joint variance related to CMPOS

The repeated measures MANOVA revealed significant

effects of Condition (QSVF vs. VD0.2 vs. VD2.0:

F6,84 = 8.5, p \ 0.001), Frequency Bin (f \ 0.2 Hz vs.

f = 0.2 Hz vs. f = 2.0 Hz: F4,56 = 18.5, p \ 0.001) as

well as a significant interaction between Condition and

Frequency Bin (F12,168 = 31.4, p \ 0.001). These three

effects were found for both VUCM (F3,42 = 8.3, p \ 0.001;

F2,28 = 561.6, p \ 0.001; F6,84 = 9.4, p \ 0.001, respec-

tively) and VORT (F3,42 = 27.7, p \ 0.001; F2,28 = 263.8,

p \ 0.001; F6,84 = 817.6, p \ 0.001, respectively).

Because our main interest was in how the added visual

drive affected the variance components at different fre-

quencies of sway compared to the QSVF condition, further

analyses were performed to investigate the differences

between each drive condition and QSVF at each of the

three frequency bins.

QSVF versus VD0.2 (Fig. 2, left panel): Adding a 0.2-Hz
visual drive to QSVF had no effect on either VUCM

(p[ 0.95) or VORT (p[ 0.36) at frequencies below 0.2 Hz

(left set of bars). Both VUCM (F1,14 = 15.1, p \ 0.01) and

VORT (F1,14 = 118.7, p \ 0.001) increased at the drive

frequency, however (center set of bars). The increase in

VORT in the 0.2-Hz frequency bin was greater than that for

VUCM (F1,14 = 21.4, p \ 0.001). No differences were

found for either VUCM (p [ 0.26) or VORT (p [ 0.08) at

the 2.0 Hz sway frequency when comparing the QSVF and

VD0.2 conditions (right set of bars).

QSVF versus VD2.0 (Fig. 2, right panel): With an added

2.0 Hz visual drive (top right panel, Fig. 2), VUCM did not

differ between the VD2.0 and QSVF conditions at sway
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frequencies below the 2.0 Hz drive frequency (f \ 0.2 Hz:

p[ 0.10; f = 0.2 Hz: p[ 0.08; left and center set of bars).

At the drive frequency, however, VUCM was greater than for

the QSVF condition (F1,14 = 11.2, p \ 0.01; center set of

bars). In contrast to VUCM, VORT for VD2.0 was significantly

or near significantly higher than for QSVF for all frequency

bins (f \ 0.2 Hz: F1,14 = 4.4, p = 0.054; f = 0.2 Hz:

F1,14= 13.5, p\ 0.01; f= 2.0 Hz; F1,14= 18.9, p= 0.001).

The increase of both VORT and VUCM at 2.0 Hz sway fre-

quency compared to QSVF was similar (p [ 0.52).

QSVF versus CVD (Fig. 2, bottom panel): Combining the

0.2 and 2.0 Hz visual drives did not affect VUCM at fre-

quencies below 0.2 Hz when compared to the QSVF

condition (p[ 0.06). However, combining the visual drives

led to a slight increase in VORT (F1,14= 6.0, p\ 0.05) at the

lower frequencies of sway (left set of bars). Both VUCM and

VORT increased at the 0.2 Hz (F1,14 = 28.4, p \ 0.001;

F1,14 = 109.4, p \ 0.001; center set of bars) and 2.0 Hz

(F1,14= 21.1, p\ 0.001;F1.14= 22.0, p\ 0.001; right set of

bars) sway frequencies compared to the QSVF condition.

The increase at 0.2 Hz sway frequency was greater for VORT

than for VUCM (F1,14 = 13.1, p \ 0.01). However, the

increase in the variance comparing QSVF to CVD did not

differ between VUCM and VORT at the 2.0 Hz frequency

(p [ 0.71).

Joint variance related to HDPOS

There were significant effects of Condition (F6,84 = 8.8,

p \ 0.001), Frequency Bin (F4,56 = 30.8, p \ 0.001) as

well as a significant interaction between Condition and

Frequency Bin (F12,168 = 19.8, p \ 0.001). These three

effects were found for both VUCM (F3,42 = 5.1, p \ 0.01;

F2,28 = 374.9, p \ 0.001; F6,84 = 3.6, p \ 0.01, respec-

tively) and VORT (F3,42 = 29.0, p \ 0.001; F2,28 = 268.8,

p \ 0.001; F6,84 = 666.6, p \ 0.001, respectively).

QSVF versus VD0.2 (Fig. 3, left panel): Adding a 0.2-Hz

visual drive to QSVF had no effect on either VUCM

(p[ 0.54) or VORT (p[ 0.09) at frequencies below 0.2 Hz

(left set of bars). Both VUCM (F1,14 = 5.4, p \ 0.05) and

VORT (F1,14 = 244.9, p \ 0.001) increased at the drive

frequency (center set of bars), with the increase in VORT

being larger (F1,14 = 38.3, p \ 0.001). No differences

were found for either VUCM (p [ 0.21) or VORT (p [ 0.11)

at the 2.0 Hz sway frequency when comparing the QSVF

and VD0.2 conditions (right set of bars).

Fig. 2 Log10 components of

joint variance (VUCM and VORT)

related to stability of the AP

center of mass position (CMPOS)

at f \ 0.2 Hz, f = 0.2 Hz, and

f = 2.0 Hz for quiet standing

without a visual perturbation

(QSVF) and with a visual field

oscillation at 0.2 Hz (VD0.2;

left panel), 2.0 Hz (VD2.0; right
panel), and with combined 0.2

and 2.0 Hz frequency oscillation

(CVD; bottom panel);
♪p \ 0.05; *p \ 0.01;

**p \ 0.001
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QSVF versus VD2.0 (Fig. 3, right panel): VUCM did not

differ between QSVF and VD2.0 when considering sway

frequencies lower than 2.0 Hz (f \ 0.2 Hz: p [ 0.23;

f = 0.2 Hz: p [ 0.06; left and center set of bars). VUCM did

increase at the 2.0 Hz drive frequency compared to quiet

standing (F1,14 = 7.5, p \ 0.05; right set of bars). In

contrast to VUCM, adding the 2.0 Hz visual drive to quiet

standing led to an increase in VORT at all frequencies

(f \ 0.2 Hz: F1,14 = 10.7, p = 0.01; f = 0.2 Hz:

F1,14 = 12.5, p \ 0.01; f = 2.0 Hz; F1,14 = 18.8,

p = 0.001). The increase in VORT at the 2.0 Hz sway fre-

quency did not differ from the increase in VUCM

(p [ 0.18).

QSVF versus CVD (Fig. 3, bottom panel): Combining

the 0.2 and 2.0 Hz visual drives did not affect VUCM at

frequencies below 0.2 Hz when compared to the QSVF

condition (p [ 0.09; left set of bars), but did result in an

increase in VUCM at both drive frequencies (f = 0.2 Hz:

F1.14 = 18.1, p = 0.001; f = 2.0 Hz: F1,14 = 21.3,

p \ 0.001; center and right set of bars). Combining the

visual drives had a more significant effect on VORT, leading

to an increase over the QSVF condition at all frequencies

of sway (f \ 0.02 Hz: F1,14 = 7.2, p \ 0.05; f = 0.2 Hz:

F1,14 = 186.5, p \ 0.001; f = 2.0 Hz: F1,14 = 13.9,

p \ 0.01). The increase at 0.2 Hz for the CVD condition

compared to QSVF was significantly greater for VORT than

for VUCM (F1,14 = 21.9, p \ 0.001). The increase over

QSVF did not differ between the variance components at

the 2.0 Hz sway frequency (p [ 0.14).

Discussion

The results of this experiment provide some support for

Hypotheses 1 and 2. Applying a visual field perturbation

that was below subjects’ perceptual threshold and at a fre-

quency within the range of typical postural sway (Kiemel

et al. 2006) led to a selective increase in joint variance at the

drive frequency (0.2 Hz) compared to quiet standing alone.

Moreover, a significantly greater increase in joint variance

that moves the body in space, that is, VORT, than variance

within the UCM (VUCM), occurred when adding a visual

perturbation to quiet standing.

As noted in the introduction, many models of posture

have been based on the framework of controlling an

inverted pendulum. Although this framework implies a

Fig. 3 Log10 components of

joint variance (VUCM and VORT)

related to stability of the AP

head position (HDPOS) at

f \ 0.2 Hz, f = 0.2 Hz, and

f = 2.0 Hz for quiet standing

without a visual perturbation

(QSVF) and with a visual field

oscillation at 0.2 Hz (VD0.2;

left panel), 2.0 Hz (VD2.0; right
panel), and with combined 0.2

and 2.0 Hz frequency oscillation

(CVD; bottom panel);
♪p \ 0.05; *p \ 0.01;

**p \ 0.001
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relatively simplified control scheme (control of the ankle

joint) and establishes a direct link between sensory infor-

mation about the body in space and that control, recent

evidence suggests that such a framework is incorrect even

for quiet standing. This is because the inverted pendulum

hypothesis would predict that most variance should lie in

the range space of the body position, onto which the ankle

joint primarily loads. Experimentally, however, most var-

iance is found in the null space of body position (Hsu et al.

2007). The results of the current study further emphasize

this point. For example, VUCM also was larger than VORT in

the current experiment for all experimental conditions.

Consider also the findings illustrated in Fig. 4. This figure

compares the UCM results between the QSVF and VD0.2

conditions for CM motion at the frequency of the drive

(0.2 Hz). The results are now represented, however, in the

full 4-DOF joint space, that is, after projecting the vector of

joint configurations into the UCM and range spaces, the

lengths of those projections can in turn be projected back

into the original joint space and the variances computed.

The result provides an indication of how much individual

joints contribute to VUCM and VORT. Two things are note-

worthy. First, for all joints, both VUCM and VORT increased

when the visual perturbation was added to quiet standing,

although the increase was stronger for VORT, consistent

with the overall findings (Fig. 2). Second, ankle joint

variance in quiet standing contributed more to VUCM than

to VORT. Although this difference decreased when the

visual drive was added, reflecting the effect of a moving

visual surround on ankle joint motion, the ankle contribu-

tion to VUCM was still of similar size as to VORT. An

inverted pendulum model, where motion of the ankle joint

is expected to load exclusively on VORT, would not predict

this result. For a two-segment model to reveal a similar

pattern of VUCM and VORT at the ankle, leg (ankle) and

trunk segment motions would have to change their relative

phase constantly because when the two-segments’ motions

are in phase or out of phase, either VORT or VUCM would

dominate, respectively. Indeed, based on previous studies

of leg–trunk motion (Creath et al. 2005), relative motion

between the leg and trunk up to 1.0 Hz is in phase.

How can the coupling of sensory information about the

body in space to multiple DOFs be understood in a way

compatible with the findings in quiet stance? As discussed

in the Introduction, a theoretical control scheme that

directly addresses the control of redundant DOFs was

proposed recently in the context of arm movements (Martin

et al. 2009) and has been extended to postural control

(Reimann et al. 2011). Rather than stiffen all joints prox-

imal to the ankle as proposed by an inverted pendulum

model, this model is based on a neural network that

decouples the space of configurations of multiple joints that

affect the body’s position (range space) from configura-

tions of the same joints that do not (UCM subspace or null

space). The control law that implements this decoupling

also limits the effect of sensory information about the

body’s position in space to the range space. In other words,

the gains of feedback loops that act on the range space are

high while the gains of those feedback loops that act on the

UCM subspace are low. Thus, sensory information couples

selectively into the range space so that when a subthreshold

visual perturbation is provided that specifies movement of

the body, feedback loops related to vision will act to move

the body in the opposite direction, introducing variance

within the range space. In situations where the external

environment is not moving, unplanned sway of the whole

body will be constrained by the high gain of the feedback

loops. At the same time, any variance induced within the

UCM will only be constrained weakly.

In simulations of this model, Reimann et al. (2011)

showed that increasing “neural” noise, that is, reflecting

noise in the neural network that maps virtual joint (λ)
velocities (Feldman and Levin 1995) onto velocity of the

body in space led to a selective increase in VUCM. In

contrast, increasing sensory noise, reflecting noisy sensors,

led to variance that was mostly within the range space, that

is, VORT, a result consistent with those of the current

experiments. Although the system being controlled within

this framework consists of multiple DOFs, sensory

Fig. 4 Log10 components of joint variance (VUCM and VORT) related

to stability of the CM position (CMPOS) at f = 0.2 Hz for quiet

standing without (QSVF) and with a visual field oscillation at 0.2 Hz.

In contrast to Fig. 2, the contribution of the four joints included in the

CM model to the variance components is illustrated. This was

accomplished by re-representing projections of the vector of joint

configurations into the UCM subspace and range space back into the

original joint space and computing the variances. Note that all joints

in quiet standing contribute more to VUCM than to VORT, including the

ankle joint
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information is coupled not to individual DOFs but instead

to the neural equivalent of the range space, that is, changes

of the joint configuration within this subspace still specifies

one-dimensional movement with respect to the AP position

of the head or CM and can be linked in a similar way to

changes in sensory channels related to the body’s move-

ment in space along that dimension, not unlike the inverted

pendulum model.

The fact that increases in joint variance within the UCM

occurred when a subthreshold visual perturbation was

added to quiet standing could also be understood within

this model (Martin et al. 2009; Reimann et al. 2011). As

already noted, the gains of the feedback loops in the model

are low within the UCM subspace but not zero. Thus, some

variance within the UCM could be expected. Moreover,

Martin et al. (2009) compared their UCM model of

reaching to an account in which an internal model com-

pensates perfectly for mechanical interactions along the

kinematic chain. They found that the latter type of model

failed to account for the observed experimental differences

between VUCM and VORT. Thus, the decoupling of the two

subspaces of joint configurations likely is imperfect. In

addition, results from the condition that involved the

2.0 Hz frequency were not as selective. Although changes

in VUCM were still limited to the drive frequency, VORT

increased more or less compared to quiet standing at all

frequencies tested for both HDPOS and CMPOS. Thus,

adding a visual perturbation at a frequency above those

where most of the power of sway resides had a more

general effect on joint variance related to motion of the

body in space.

A possible explanation for the less selective response of

VORT at the higher drive frequency could be the higher

velocity of this visual signal. Most work reporting down-

weighting of specific sensory stimuli manipulated the

amplitude of the stimulus. For example, an increase in the

amplitude of environmental motion is accompanied by a

corresponding decrease in gain of postural compensation

(Peterka and Benolken 1995; Oie et al. 2002; Peterka

2002). The consequence of down-weighting vision was

found to be higher variability of sway at frequencies other

than the drive due to reduced sensory information available

for posture estimation (Jeka et al. 2008). Less is known

about the effect of different drive frequencies on sensory

weighting. However, the amplitude values chosen for the

visual drive in the current experiment also resulted in a

higher velocity of the 2.0 Hz visual drive. Given that

velocity information appears to be more salient than posi-

tion information for controlling posture (Jeka et al. 2004),

it is possible that the higher velocity of the signal led to

some down-weighting of visual information, which could

account for the spread of VORT across all frequency bins.

Therefore, further investigation is needed that better

controls for the velocity of the visual signal to determine

whether this explanation is correct. Another possibility is

that muscle noise has a stronger effect on higher frequen-

cies of postural sway (Reimann et al. 2011). However,

muscle noise was also found in the model to have relatively

equal effects on both variance components.

The results of this study reveal an important link

between the sensory information specifying upright pos-

ture and the multi-DOF control system and are consistent

with the UCM control hypothesis (Scholz and Schöner

1999; Reimann et al. 2011). Linking sensory information

selectively into the subspace of effector space that leads

to motion of the body in space helps to solve the multi-

DOF control problem. Within this framework, sensory

signals related to motion of the body in space have

minimal influence on combinations of effectors that do

not move the body in space. Instead, sensory information

is linked more strongly to the subspace of the effectors

that leads to body motion. In the case of a pure pertur-

bation, the link of sensory information into the subspace

orthogonal to the UCM can serve to drive appropriate

changes in posture. In the current experiment, the sub-

conscious visual information specified falling forward

or backward, so adjustments of posture, reflected by

increased VORT, are appropriate. In other cases not

investigated here, it may be more appropriate to restrict

motion in that subspace, perhaps when the sensory

information specifies motion of the body created by

volitional actions. Further investigation is clearly needed

in a variety of contexts but the current results provide a

starting point for understanding how sensory information

about posture can be linked to a multi-DOF control

system.
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Appendix

The geometric model of the standing configuration related

to the AP center of mass position (CMPOS) in the sagittal

plane was formulated in terms of four joint angles (θi),
where i = [ankle, knee, hip, and L5-S1], and four limb

segment lengths (lj), the proportion of mass each contrib-

utes to the total body mass (mj), and the distance of the

individual segment masses from the distal end of the seg-

ment (dj), where for all j = [shank (SH), thigh (TH), pelvis

(PV), head–arms–trunk (HAT)] (Winter 2009).

The geometric model for CM motion in the AP

dimension is:
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dCM ¼mSH � dSH � lSH � cosðhANKLEÞ
þ � � �mTH � ðlSH � cosðhANKLEÞ
þ lTH � dTH � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞÞ
þ � � �mPV � ðlSH � cosðhANKLEÞ
þ lTH � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ
þ lPV � dPV � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIPÞÞ
þ � � �mHAT � ðlSH � cosðhANKLEÞ
þ lTH � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ
þ lPV � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIPÞ
þ lHAT � dHAT � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE
þ hHIP þ hL5=S1ÞÞ:

The geometric model for head motion in the AP

dimension is:

dHD ¼ lSH � cosðhANKLEÞ
þ � � � lTH � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ
þ � � � lPV � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIPÞ
þ � � � lTRUNK � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIP þ hL5=S1Þ
þ � � � lNECK � cosðhANKLE þ hKNEE
þ hHIP þ hL5=S1 þ hC7=T1Þ
þ � � � lHEAD � cosðhANKLE
þ hKNEE þ hHIP þ hL5=S1 þ hC7=T1 þ hAOÞ:

Jacobian matrices were obtained by computing

analytically for each equation the partial derivative with

respect to each joint angle, for example,

oCM=ohankle ¼� mSH � dSH � lSH � sinðhANKLEÞ � mTH

� lSH � sinðhANKLEÞ � mTH � lTH � dTH
� sinðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ
� mPV � lSH � sinðhANKLEÞ � mPV

� lTH � sinðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ � mPV � lPV
� dPV � sinðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIPÞ
� mHAT � lSH � sinðhANKLEÞ � mHAT

� lTH � sinðhANKLE þ hKNEEÞ � mHAT

� lPV � sinðhANKLE þ hKNEE þ hHIPÞ
� mHAT � lHAT � dHAT � sinðhANKLE
þ hKNEE þ hHIP þ hL5=S1Þ:
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